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To, 

The Hon’ble Commissioner  
Kendriya Vidyalaya Sangathan (HQ) 
New Delhi-110016 

Subject: - Protest of AIKVTA against administrative transfers regarding. 

Reference: 1. F.No.11-E-11019/34/2022-Estt-II/1798-2430, Dated- 12/09/2022 

                   2. F.No.11-E-11019/34/2022-Estt-II/2423-4095, Dated- 13/09/2022 
 

Esteemed Madam, 

With reference to the subject cited above following points are for your consideration and kind 
perusal- 

a) That on 02/09/2022, a meeting with all office bearers of authorized associations and 

higher officials of KVS has been held in KVS(HQ) New Delhi. 

b) That in above said meeting higher officials of KVS have been shown the compulsion for 

no normal annual transfer of employees this year, they also shown the compulsion for 

limited administrative transfers of teachers (only medical cases, under 40, death of 

family members, surplus etc). 

c) That in above said meeting, AIKVTA representatives have been drawn the attention of 

KVS officials about the lacuna (non-availability of columns of JCM/RJCM and Ward 

appearing in board classes) in that than ongoing process of collecting data related to 

teachers who were under-40. The KVS officials have been accepted the lacuna and 

committed to revise and correct it, but unfortunately all gone in vain now.  

d) That as per referred letters/orders a list of transfers order on the administrative grounds 

has been released which is highly objectionable and disturbing for teachers, showing 

only autocratic (Non—democratic) functioning of the KVS.  

e) That these transfers is become mockery as teachers whose wards appearing in board 

classes transferred to a Kendriya Vidyalaya where Vidyalaya running only up to class 

10th.  

f) It seems that, all rules & guidelines regarding KVS transfer has been totally ignored and 

violated, which invites the flood of court cases.    
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g) Provision for RJCM/JCM members has not been considered. Many RJCM Members of 

AIKVTA have been transferred. The teachers are like at S.No. 27,107,138,144 & 167 of 

PGTs & some others may also. 

h) That Half yearly examination is scheduled in this month .Transfer in the middle of 
academic year will effect teaching leaning processes and demoralising teachers. Good 
number of region planning to conduct Pre-Board examination in the month of 
Nov/December 2022 .KVS HQ ignored all the above mentioned vital academic interest  
.We wish to bring to your kind notice that  we are dealing with fifty plus unsettled 
human beings in their child hood or teenage in a class and not with dead files. 

i) That every month Vidyalaya sending updated vacancies in position in each of the 

vidyalaya ,Hence  KVS HQ very well aware about the vacancy position. Hence transfer in 

the middle of academic year happened in KVS due to lack of proper planning by the 

administration 

j) That even widows and aged lady teachers are transferred in the name of administrative 

transfer without giving a chance to apply as per the annual transfer policy. It is really 

shameful for our community.  

k) That all the above factors totally demoralized the teachers and provide a hostile 

environment. Even the casual labours of unorganized sectors get better deal than the 

teachers of KVS. 

l) That such monotonic and ambiguous transfer are not going to serve the teaching & 

learning process in KVS. AIKVTA is showing strong protest and displeasure against it. . 

Therefore, please revoke such transfers and release a revised list of transfer with following the 
KVS Transfer guidelines transparently and democratically. Otherwise AIKVTA will be bound to move for 
any type of agitation and you will be responsible for all the cost and consequences. 
 

With regards, 
 

                                                                              
                                                      M B AGRAWAL 
                                                      General Secretary, 
                                                      AIKVTA HQ 
                                     &  

Leader (Staff Side) JCM (KVS) 

 

 

Copy to :- For Kind information and necessary action please 

1. The PS, Hon’ble Education Minister, MOE, GOI 

2. The PS, Hon'ble Minister of State for Education, MOE, GOI 

3. The PS, Education Secretary MOE, GOI 

4. The PS Additional Secretary (Institution) & Vice-Chairperson KVS MOE, GOI 

5. The PS Joint Commissioner (Admn-I) KVS HQ New Delhi 

6. The Assistant Commissioner E 2/3 KVS HQ New Delhi  

 

 
S K Dixit 
President 
AIKVTA HQ 
         &  
Member (Staff Side) JCM (KVS)
  
 


